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CSA Celebrity Speakers Ltd
Allan Pease has been known internationally as "Mr Body Language" since his definitive book with that title became a multi-million best-seller
and the communication bible for organisations worldwide. He has written numerous bestsellers and has appeared on radio and television in
55 countries, including his acclaimed top-rating TV and video series on Body Language, which was watched by over 100 million people. His
work has been the subject of six BBC science programs and on the Discovery and National Geographic Channels.
"Allan had us in stitches with his wonderfully fresh insights into the self-evident truths about relationships between the sexes...his
keynote address was the highlight of the Annual Dinner."

In detail

Languages

Australian by birth, with offices in Australia and the United

He presents in English.

Kingdom, Allan divides his time between the two hemispheres
fulfilling business commitments worldwide. He is a Life Fellow of

Want to know more?

the Royal Society of Arts, Fellow of the Institute of Management

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

and a Fellow of the Life Writers Association and a Paul Harris

could bring to your event.

Fellow.

How to book him?
What he offers you

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

Some speakers motivate, some teach, and others entertain. Allan
Pease does all three! Internationally renowned, the demand for

watch video

Allan to present at seminars, conferences and events is huge.
Presenting vital information in his unique humorous manner is the

Publications

key to Allan's success in getting the audience to retain what they

2010

have been taught. His presentations are talked about long after

Why Men Want Sex . . . and Women Need Love: Solving the Mystery of

the dust has settled at the end of each conference.

Attraction
2007

How he presents

Easy Peasey - People Skills for Life

Allan's dynamic and memorable presentations have the unique

2005

ability to inspire and entertain audiences the world over.

Why Men Need Sex and Women Want Love
2004

Topics

The Definitive Book of Body Language

Human Communication Skills

The Little Book of Men and Women

Body Language

Why Men Don't Have a Clue and Women Always Want More Shoes

Personality Types

Why Men Lie and Women Cry

Communicating for Results

2003

How to Handle the Differences in Others

Why Men Don't Listen and Women Can't Read Maps

Questions are the Answers

1984

Loosen Up...Live and Prosper

Body Language

Communicating; the Differences between Men and Women

Allan was superb. He delivered powerful messages in an
entertaining speech. The audience was spellbound - AXA
Winterthur
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